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Bakground
E.P. Wigner (1960): On the UnreasonableE�etiveness of Mathematis in the Natural Sienes� \The book of nature is written in the language ofmathematis" (attributed to Galileo).� Numerous examples of the e�etiveness ofmathematis in the physial sienes� The empirial law of epistemology: Themathematial formulation of the laws of nature isboth appropriate and aurate; mathematis is theorret language for formulating the laws of nature.
Question: What is the orret language for omputersiene?
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Mathematial Logi
Mathematial Logi was developed in an attempt toonfront the risis in the foundations of mathematisat the turn of the 20th Century.Hilbert's Program (1900-1928):Formalize mathematis and establish that:� Mathematis is onsistent: a mathematialstatement and its negation annot ever both beproved.� Mathematis is omplete: all \true" mathematialstatements an be \proved".� Mathematis is deidable: there is a mehanialrule to determine whether a given mathematialstatement is \true" or \false".
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Hilbert
Hilbert �rmly believed that these goals an be ahieved:\Every mathematial problem must neessarilybe suseptible to an exat statement, either inthe form of an atual answer to the questionasked, or by the proof of the impossibility of itssolution."\One a logial formalism is establishedone an expet that a systemati, so-to-sayomputational, treatment of logi formulas ispossible, whih would somewhat orrespond tothe theory of equations in algebra."
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The Demise of Hilbert's Program
� K. G�odel (1931-3):{ Inompleteness of ordinary arithmeti{ Impossibility of proving onsisteny of set theory
� A. Churh and A. Turing (1936-1937):Undeidability of �rst-order logi:{ The set of all valid �rst-order sentenes is notreursive.{ The set of all �rst-order sentenes that are truein arithmetis is not reursively enumerable.
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Where Is Logi Today?
AltaVista, January 21, 2001:� Logi and Mathematis: 30,460 hits� Logi and Philosophy: 43,515 hits� Logi and Computer Siene: 44,331 hits
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Logi in Computer Siene
� During the past 30 years, there has been anextensive and growing interation between logi andomputer siene.� Conepts and methods of logi oupy a entralplae in omputer siene, insomuh that logi hasbeen alled the alulus of omputer siene.� Logi has been muh more e�etive in omputersiene than it has been in mathematis.
M. Davis (1988): Inuenes of Mathematial Logi onComputer Siene:\When I was a student, even the topologistsregarded mathematial logiians as living in outerspae. Today the onnetions between logi andomputers are a matter of engineering pratieat every level of omputer organization."
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Why?
Alan Turing:\I expet that digital omputing mahines willeventually stimulate a onsiderable interest insymboli logi ... The language in whih oneommuniates with these mahines .. forms asort of symboli logi."Logi provides:� formalisms to desribe mathematial strutures� languages to desribe properties of mathematialstrutures� languages to desribe dynami proesses� a lear distintion between syntax and semantisMihael Jakson: \Desription is our business"
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Computer Siene Started as Logi
In the beginning, there was logi:
� Outome of Hilbert's program: formalization ofalgorithms (Churh's Thesis)� Stored-progarm omputer: universal Turingmahine� Funtional programming: �-alulus� Reursive-funtion theory: preursor of omplexitytheory� Automata theory: �nite-state automata
That was then, this is now!
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Logi and Computer Siene
The goal of this workshop is to provide evidenein support of the unusual e�etiveness of logi inomputer siene by highlighting a few of the areas ofomputer siene in whih logi has had a de�nite andlasting impat.
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Formalisms
Several di�erent logial formalisms are involved in theinteration between logi and omputer siene.We will briey review the basis of three of them:� Propositional Logi (a.k.a. Boolean Logi)� First-Order Logi� Modal Logi
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Propositional Logi
A formalism for modeling statements that are eithertrue or falseSyntax:� Propositional Variables: P , Q, R, . . .� Propositional Formulas:variables + onnetives (:, _, ^, !, . . . )Examples: P _ :Q(P ^ (P ! Q))! QSemantis:� Truth assignment � : fP;Q;R; : : :g 7! f0; 1g� Extend to propositional formulas �( ) using truthtables.Examples: Given �(P ) = 0 and �(Q) = 1,�(P _ :Q) = 0�((P ^ (P ! Q))! Q) = 1 11



Algorithmi Problems in PropositionalLogi
Truth Evaluation Problem (Model Cheking):Given a propositional formula  and a truth assignment�, what is the value of �( )?Satis�ability Problem:Given a propositional formula  , is there a truthassignment � suh that �( ) = 1?Examples:� (P _ Q) ^ (:P _ Q) ^ (P _ :Q) is satis�ed by�(P ) = 1, �(Q) = 1.� (P _ Q) ^ (:P _ Q) ^ (P _ :Q) ^ (:P _ :Q) isunsatis�able.Remarks:� Truth evaluation is in PTIME.� The Satis�ability Problem is NP-omplete. 12



Before Cook
Inferene Problem:Given propositional formulas ' and  , is  aonsequene of '?This problem is o-NP-omplete.Ernst Shr�oder, 1890-1910: \The Algebra of Logi"\getting a handle on the onsequenes of anypremisses, or at least the fastest method forobtaining these onsequenes, seems to me to beone of the noblest, if not the ultimate goal ofmathematis and logi."
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First-Order Logi
A formalism for speifying properties of mathematialstrutures, suh as graphs, partial orders, groups, rings,�elds, . . .For simpliity, we fous on Relational StruturesA = (A;R1; : : : ; Rk);� A is a non-empty set;� Ri is an m-ary relation on A, for some m (that is,Ri is a set of m-tuples from A).Example:� Graph G = (V;E), where E � V 2
Remark:� A relational struture is essentially a relationaldatabase.
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First-Order Logi on Graphs
Syntax:� First-Order Variables: x, y, z, . . .� Atomi Formulas: E(x; y), x = y� Formulas: Atomi Formulas + Connetives +First-Order Quanti�ers 9x, 8x, . . .Examples:� \node x has at least two distint neighbors"(9y)(9z)(:(y = z) ^E(x; y) ^ E(x; z))Conept: x is free in the above formula� \eah node has at least two distint neighbors"(8x)(9y)(9z)(:(y = z) ^E(x; y) ^ E(x; z))Conept: The above is a sentene, that is, a formulawith no free variables. 15



First-Order Logi on Graphs
Semantis:� First-order variables and quanti�ers range overelements of the universes of strutures� To evaluate a formula ', we need a graph G andan assignment � that maps the free variables of 'to nodes of GNotation: G j= '(x1=a1; : : : ; xk=ak)� Formulas '(x1; : : : ; xk) de�ne queries:Q'(G) = f(a1; : : : ; ak) : G j= '(x1=a1; : : : ; xk=ak)g
� A sentene  is either true or false on a given graphG. In partiular, sentenes de�ne Boolean queries,that is, they speify lasses of graphs.Q = fG : G j=  g
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Algorithmi Problems in First-OrderLogi
Truth Evaluation Problem (Model Cheking):Given a �rst-order formula '(x1; : : : ; xk), a graph G,and nodes a1; : : : ; ak, doesG j= '(x1=a1; : : : ; xk=ak)?Satis�ability Problem: Given a �rst-order sentene , is there a graph G suh that G j=  ?Remarks:� Truth evaluation, whih is query evaluation, isdeidable.� The Satis�ability Problem is undeidable.
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Modal Logi
A formalism for modeling neessity and possibilitySyntax:Propositional Logi + Neessity Operator 2Example: (2P ^2(P ! Q))! 2QPossible World Semantis:� Kripke struture M = (S;R; �):{ S is the set of possible worlds and R � S2 is theaessibility relation between worlds;{ �(s) is a set of propositional variables, for everyworld s 2 S.� (M; s) j= P if and only if P 2 �(s).� (M; s) j= 2 if and only if (M; t) j=  , for everyworld t suh that (s; t) 2 R.
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Modal Logi
� 2' may mean \' is known" (epistemi logi), \'is always true" (temporal logi), or \' holds afterthe program is exeuted" (dynami logi).� Modal logi an be translated into (a small fragmentof) �rst-order logi.� Modal logi has good algorithmi properties; inpartiular, the satis�ability problem for modal logiis deidable.
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Impat of Logi in CS
Logi has been e�etive in several di�erent areas ofomputer siene, inluding� Computer-Aided Veri�ation (K. MMillan)� Database Systems (V. Vianu)� Computational Complexity (N. Immerman)� Programming Languages (P. Lee)� Computer Seurity (J.K. Millen)as well as� Arti�ial Intelligene� Digital Design� Distributed Systems� Logi Programming� Software Engineering� : : :
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Computer-Aided Veri�ation
Key Idea of Model Cheking:� Model design (HW or SW) as a �nite Kripkestruture M� Express spei�ation as a temporal logi formula  � Chek that M j=  � Use speial data strutures to handle very largestate spaes� A negative answer is aompanied by aounterexampleImpat:� Tehnology is spreading in the HW industry� Initial penetration of SW industry
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Logi and Databases
A multibillion-dollar suess:� First-order logi lies at the ore of modern databasesystems (SQL,QBE)� EÆient query evaluation is based on relationalalgebra (a.k.a. ylindrial algebra)
Current hallenge: Semistrutured data� XML: trees� Data Type De�nition (DTD): tree automata� XML queries: tree transduers
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Logi and Complexity
Complexity:� Computational Complexity: amount of resoures,suh as time or spae, required by a mahine thatsolves a problems� Desriptive Complexity: syntati omplexity ofdesribing a problem in some logial formalismAn amazing onnetion: omputational omplexityand desription omplexity are intimately related.FO(TC) = NLOGSPACEFO(LFP) = PTIMESO9 = NPFO(PFP) = SO(TC) = PSPACERemark:� right olumn: mahine based� left olumn: mahine independent 23



Logi and Programming Languages
Coherene: From Webster's Collegiate Ditionary:� The quality or state of ohering: as{ systemati or logial onnetion or onsisteny{ integration of diverse elements, relationships, orvaluesResearh in foundations of programming languagesstrives to bring oherene in software systems, in bothsenses. Logi has been the primary tool:� formal semantis� type theory� rewriting systems� : : :Logi is not only used to design languages andompilers, but is also applied diretly to real softwareartifats. 24



Logi and Computer Seurity
Pervasiveness and diversityAreas of appliability: numerous!� Multilevel OS seurity� Aess ontrol poliies� Publi-key infrastruture and trust management� Cryptographi-protool analysisMeans of appliation: numerous!� Authentiation logis� Temporal logis� Linear logis� Model heking� Theorem proving� Logi programming 25



Logi from Computer Siene
Computer siene problems invigorate logi researh:
� Unlike traditional mathematial logi, primary fouson the study of logis on �nite strutures (e.g.,databases): �nite-model theory.� Powerful extensions of �rst-order logi areonsidered: e.g., �xpoint logis in databases.� Emphasis on onnetions between logi andautomata, espeially automata on in�nite objets:e.g., Rabin tree automata in veri�ation.� Major role for modal logis: e.g., desription logisin AI.� New logis have to be invented: e.g., authentiationlogis in seurity� New notions of inferene: e.g., non-monotoniinferene in AI. 26



Logi in Computer Siene
� Logi is mainly used as a formalism for desribingobjets and speifying their properties.� Logi in Computer Siene is an applied siene,ombining foundational researh with appliations.
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